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Theme

Sh   CK!o – Sharing of Computable Knowledge!
The theme of the 35th eCAADe Conference is Sharing of Computable Knowledge! – ShoCK!
so, we have invited eCAADe community, members of Sibling Organizations and CAADFuture
friends to face this exciting theme.
Why such a strong theme? Mainly for three reasons.
The first one, is that we live in a city that has been witness of several revolutions of the con-
ceptions of architectural space: most turning points of space perception are present here by
means of architectural masterpieces as Bruno Zevi stated. I like to quote Rem Koolhaas: “It
is a platitude that the presence of history in Rome is detriment to the development and dis-
play of modern art. But if that were true, Rome – a city of successivemodernities – would never
happened.”.
Secondly, as my DaaD research group states “Rome is an open-air museum of architectural
avant-gardemasterpieces of an uninterruptedhistorywhere styles are juxtaposed, intertwined
and stratified other than culturally also physically…” This concept is very close to the modern
concept of cognitive sciences: to think by means of several abstraction levels of intelligence.
And the third reason is that we live in a Faculty founded in 1817 – right two centuries ago - has
always had a multidisciplinary approach to understand and solve problems: from the outset
Architecture, Civil engineering, Bridge construction, Topography, Geometry andMathematics
subjects were present. As a matter of facts this approach it is not limited to technical aspects
as – most importantly – the Faculty, now Civil and Industrial Engineering, lives in Sapienza
University of Rome – established in 1303 – a university that pursuits the “universal” approach
where each discipline enhances the others.

Going back to the theme, it involves in turn several subjects: Internet of Things, pervasive
nets, Knowledge ‘on tap’, Big Data, Wearable devices and the ‘Third wave’ of AI, ... All of these
disruptive technologies are upsetting our globalisedworld as far as it can be predicted hence-
forth.
So, academicians, professionals, researchers, students and innovation factories… are warmly
invited to further shake up and boost our innovative and beloved CAAD world – we already
are in the post-digital era – with new ideas, paradigms and points of view.
I said “CAAD world” as I think that it contains and involves several disciplines but it is a new
subject it its own that overcomes the former ones.

The underlain idea of this International Conference is that as a catalyst of creative energy it
pursuits with determination founders’ purposes and to be a shocking vanguard, a melting



pot of novelties, in words: to become an “incubator” of innovative and seminal ideas, to gen-
erate enthusiasm, to be an occasion for new friendships and to facilitate the establishment of
effective researches’ networks. The title of the conference reflects well these intentions:

Sh o CK! – Sharing of Computable Knowledge!

So the aim of the Conference was to knock our habitual design activities out, to compare the
various methodological and technological trends and to disseminate the latest research ad-
vances in our community. Will our fine buildings and design traditions survive? Or, will they
‘simply’ be hybridized and enhanced by methods, techniques and CAAD tools? Obviously,
computation is needed to match the ever-growing performance requirements, but this is not
enough to answer all these questions we have to deal with the essence of problems: improve
design solutions for a better life!
Obviously, computation is needed tomatch the ever-growingperformance requirements, but
this is not enough... As life is not a matter of single individuals, we need to increase collabora-
tion and to improve knowledge and sharing. This means going back to focusing on human
beings, and involves the humanistic approach, and the long history of architecture... from
handicrafts to thinking to technology... to handicrafts again.
A large spiral of the architectura as eternal as our city.

A.

Antonio Fioravanti
eCAADe 2017 Conference Chair

* This second volume of the conference proceedings of the 35th eCAADe conference
contains 81 papers grouped under 14 sub-themes; both volumes contain altogether
155 accepted papers. The Conference was held at the Faculty of Civil and Industrial
Engineering, SapienzaUniversity of Rome, Rome, Italy, in via Eudossiana 18, Rome, on
20th – 22nd September 2017.
In addition to the accepted papers, the first volume contains Keynote speakers’ con-
tributions concerning the themes of their keynote lectures and theWorkshop Contri-
butions including the contents of workshops given; the second volume furthermore
includes the Poster Session contents.

All the papers of these proceedings will be accessible via CuminCAD - Cumulative
Index of Computer Aided Architectural Design, http://cumincad.scix.net
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Form is Matter
Triply periodicminimal surfaces structures by digital design tools

Michela Rossi1, Giorgio Buratti2
1,2Politecnico di Milano
1,2{michela.rossi|giorgio.buratti}@polimi.it

Architecture and biology teach that the shape affects mechanical behaviour of
structures therefore geometry is the basic concept of design, with an ethic
responsible and sustainable approach, following the nature's organic model.
Industrial design may apply formal properties of elementary shapes and basic
design rules to manage the ``geometrical behaviour'' of new structural surfaces.
The research aims to apply digital tools to the design of surface structures that
maximise the matter efficiency in the development of ``solid fabrics'' with
parametric controlled geometry.

Keywords:Minimal surfaces, Parametric and generative design, Shape and
form studies, Digital fabrication

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GOALS
Architecture and biology teach that the shape affects
mechanical behaviour of structures, therefore geom-
etry is the basic concept of design, with an ethic re-
sponsible and sustainable approach, following the
nature’s organic model. Industrial design may ap-
ply formal properties of elementary shapes and basic
design rules to manage the “geometrical behaviour”
of new structural surfaces. In facts nature’s objects
have been fundamental model since antiquity and
the concept of Nature as a design model drives the
theoryofArchitecture and theman’s reference tonat-
ural forms a recurring statement in literature and it
incorporates many basic design concepts, but the
affirmation of digital technologies is changing the
concept of organic design. Actually nature’s patterns
solve several project requirements, as it fulfils Alber-

ti’s concinnitas and the main architecture require-
ment, meaning Vitruvio’s triad of firmitas, utilitas,
venustas. [1]

Arts applied the reference in different ways: the
first was the bare imitation in the pattern of orna-
ments and decoration, due to the admiration of the
beauty of harmony and perfection in regular confor-
mation in natural phenomena. ThenArchitecture ap-
plied skeletons‘ and trees’ model to structures, imi-
tating nature’s balance in the proportioned relation-
ship of building elements. Later it was the connec-
tion of parts in machines. Finally the imitation is
fulfilled in the process of growth, which is the ex-
pression of life. In its digital procedures, the respon-
sive Design copies vital process of life. Rules of ba-
sic shapes evolved in growth and form-finding pro-
cesses.
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The late development of digital technologies allows
an important leap in the organic reference of design,
improving the evidence of organic forms in design.
Imitation is still the first way of learning, but to imitate
does notmean to copy. In design itmeans to reinvent,
therefore to understand and transform. Thus the im-
itation requires the very knowledge of form finding
processes, which are due to a careful observation.

In the classical world the formal beauty was
linked to a recognizable law that order the multiplic-
ity in the unity: symmetry, proportion and direction re-
sume rules that generate the shape starting from a
module. Together they express the eurythmy, which
in 1860 Gottfried Semper referred to in treatise Der
Stil, as a ’concatenated sequence of spatial ranges, sim-
ilarly shaped’.

Everybody know what module means in archi-
tecture, and its importance aboutmeasurement, that
is just ratio between quantity and unit; so this con-
cept is directly connected withmodular grids to con-
trol composition and proportion: thus design means
measurement, which is geometry. The basic rules
of form apply the same simplest operations of arith-
metic and geometry: addition, multiplication and di-
vision. Growing and living processes implies trans-
formation, that is changing in dimensions without
changing topological ralationship in between ele-
ments, and/or responsive adaptation to external in-
puts. In computational design the concept ofmodule
plays the living principles of cell in organic fabric.

The biologist D’Arcy Thompson gave a wide ex-
plication of the geometry’s evidence inside natu-
ral phenomena and architectures. Nature finds a
static force balance in the symmetry of structures but
in living beings it plays with different rules due to
asymmetrical forces of growth, which imply dynamic
transformation. He just stressed that life is tied to
asymmetry and continuous transformation. [2] His
workwas fundamental to several architects, whopur-
sued organic concept in architecture, such as B. Fuller
and F. Otto. The first one applied the study of surface
balance in cells to geodesic domes and the second

designed light structures from the minimal surfaces’
study with soap sheet and bubbles.

Minimal surfaces offer a great attraction tomany
disciplines. Some reasons for the common interest lie
in the deep problems, which open up during closer
investigation of their properties, and others in the
widespreadpossible applicationsofminimal surfaces
in completely different areas of research. Configura-
tions of minimal surfaces have been found in a wide
variety of different systems: from the arrangement of
calcite crystals that form the exoskeleton of certain
organisms to the theories that explain the nature of
astronomical phenomena.

In design-building research, structures derived
from minimal surfaces have led to the design of var-
ious typologies, such as tension-active roof struc-
tures, compression-active shells and large-scale ar-
chitectural systems. This is, however, only one in be-
tween all possible uses. But in architectural struc-
tures, minimal surface structures remain rather un-
explored for their suitable applications in design.
Frei Otto in undoubtedly the main reference in the
experimental development of minimal surfaces in
light architecture, imitating self-formation processes
in nature. He tried successfully application of the
same efficient concept to different typologies of
light architectures: tent structures, net construc-
tions, pneumatic constructions, suspendedconstruc-
tions, shells, branched constructions and umbrellas
as example of convertible constructions (moving and
transformable). Actually Otto didn’t copy the nature,
but he referred to explaining it through technical de-
velopments. He stated that ”Technicalobject forwhich
self formation process occur to a high degree form the
natural border between natural and artificial”. [3]

Such as Frei Otto appliedminimal surface theory
in quite simple aggregation to architecture, as well
mathematicians developed a larger set of surfaces
from different boundary constraint with their further
aggregation in modular lattices. Triply Periodic Mini-
mal Surfaces (TPMS) are probably the ones that have
themost interesting characteristics, including for de-
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sign purposes. They are called periodic because they
consist of a base unit that can be replicated, theoret-
ically ad infinitum, in Cartesian space in three dimen-
sions (triply), thus creating a new surface seamlessly
and without intersections.[10]

Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces, as it is visible in
many natural systems, have a great potential, due to
their structural efficiency thanks to overall area mini-
mization, and efficient material distribution. Actually
they comply Otto’s requirements for natural architec-
ture, because they apply/follow the nature’s teaching
in the balance of forces. [5] This is ethical and ecolog-
ical approach, because it minimize the energy waste,
saving material. [6]

Probably, despite at a theoretical level, the prop-
erties of Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces have been
investigated, the complexity of morphology has so
far limited their use to manufacturability and design
purposes.

The research aims to apply digital tools to the de-
sign of surface structures that maximise the matter
efficiency in the development of “solid/permeable
fabrics” through parametric controlled geometry.

This paper focuses on both the form-finding and
the fabrication related to the geometric properties
of TPMS. The aim is understand how the translation
from the virtual three-dimensional space to the built
artefact could be embodied into a computational
process, which would also solve the issues within the
fabrication framework

METHODOLOGY
The research follows two different paths, concerning
basic topics:

• first, the definition of computation tools,
meaning the selection of design parameters
and the scripting of the digital form-finding
process,

• next, theirdesignexperimentation, testingme-
chanical properties of different TPMS fabric.

Main computational design tools are:

• drafting formal and mechanical features ac-

cording to shape;
• drawing basic shapes, by developing for-
mal geometry features, starting fromdifferent
minimal surfaces in a 3D modular lattice and
developingmodular aggregation by symmet-
rical repetition;

• selecting basic shapes that optimize the use
of materials (minimal surfaces);

• defining tiles‘ parameters and lattices’ aggre-
gation rules, then to script formal codes and
their transformation range;

• modelling selected modular lattices from ba-
sic geometry.

The design experimentation regards:

• to check formal behaviour of new structures
inplane and in curved surfaces (flexibility, per-
meability, stiff movement and elastic respon-
siveness) and their adaptability to morpho-
logical transformation;

• to verify mechanical properties on printed
prototypes (strength, lightness);

• to stress shape effects according to param-
eters variations, then optimize application
range to different cases study.

The further development will inquire topics related
to practical applications to case studies in design of
printable objects, evaluating the adaptability to the
object’s shape, to their function and use as well to
production requirements.

DESCRIPTION AND GENESIS OF MINIMAL
SURFACES
A minimal surface is a surface whose mean curva-
ture is always zero. This definition answers to the
Plateau problem[11] proposed by Lagrange in 1760:
if a closed polygon or oblique plane is assigned, then
there is always a systemof surfaces, including all pos-
sible surfaces that touch the frame, which are able
to minimise the area. The minimal area of the soap
film’s surface of is one of the many examples that il-
lustrates a well-known physical principle governing
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Figure 1
Triply Periodic
Minimal Surfaces

forms and motions of natural objects: the principle
of least energy waste (or least action). It states that
any physical configuration assumes its state or path
in such a way that the energy requirement is mini-
mal. In soap films, the shape minimizes the poten-
tial energybalancing the intermolecular force. There-
fore this energy is directly proportional to the surface
area of the soap films (assuming that the thickness of
soap films is uniform) and, as a result, the soap films
achieve minimal area.

This means that minimal surface combine struc-
ture and material in a very efficient manner by align-
ing force and geometric form in an organic shape.

A triply periodicminimal surface (TPMS) is amin-
imal surface, which is periodic in three independent
directions (Figure 1). TPMS are described in terms of
a fundamental patch or asymmetric unit from which
the entire surface may be built up by its symmetry
elements. A single minimal surface is characterised
by different curvatures: in other words, some sur-
faces are flatter than others. It follows that not all
points of the surface support any concentrated loads
equally well. If the same surface is, however, asso-
ciated with a periodic distribution the physical iter-
ation between the modules causes a compensatory
effect that greatly increases their structural efficiency.

Because of that, the study of TPMS for design
purposes is particularly fascinating (Figure 2). These

surfacesmay bemade by defining and evolving their
fundamental region, which is usually very simple due
to thehigh symmetry, and thendisplayingmany suit-
ably transformed copies. Several fundamental re-
gions are one of Coxeter’s kaleidoscopic cells. Many
of these surfaces were described by Alan Schoen in
a famous NASA report. [10] The first step was to find
a way to generate and control the TPMS in digital en-
vironment. The computation played an essential role
in the simulation andmodellingprocess of such com-
plex phenomena. It was used Grasshopper, a graphi-
cal algorithm editor tightly integratedwith Rhino’s 3-
Dmodelling tools in order to create an algorithmable
to describe and to control various types of TPMS.

This research applies minimal surfaces that can
be described by implicit form, typically a linear func-
tion of three variable, f (x, y, z) = 0. The trigonomet-
ric form is appropriate to the digital description be-
cause it allows the handling of the large number of
elements that characterize TPMS, without overload
the calculation process and also does not allow self-
intersections. Using Grasshopper it’s possible to de-
fine algorithms that are able to describe with good
approximation any minimal surfaces directly from its
implicit formulation. The algorithm translates the al-
gebraic equation into a finished form that can be
studied, manipulated and replicated.
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Figure 2
Construction
principles of TPMS
based on gyroid
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Figure 3
Step of the
algorithm: 1)
Definition of points
in the fundamental
cell; 2) Triangulation
creates the surface;
3) Gyroid surface ; 4)
Invariant translation
to create a TPMS
based on Gyroid; 5)
Discretization of the
hemispherical
dome to obtain a
surface composed
by Gyroid.

The process can be conceptually simplified imagin-
ing that, in the domain of Cartesian space, the equa-
tion “selects” points, belonging to the surface you
decide to represent (Figure 3). The next algorithm’s
instruction connects them by triangulation creating
the surface. It is now possible to exploit the symme-
try characteristics of the single unit by replicating it in
a symmetrical cell, which is suitable to further replica-
tion in amodular lattice and to study the processes of
adaptation to any required morphology. [7]

TPMS ANALYSES
The testing strategy applies the algorithm to a stan-
dard triply periodic minimal surface and it identifies

the efficiency of the algorithm testing the level of ac-
curacy in generating the geometry, comparing the
two porous structures generated by Gyroid and P-
Surface, in comparison with a solid bar.

To investigate the mechanical behaviour of dif-
ferent minimal surfaces structure, numerical simula-
tions were also conducted. The model was imple-
mented into finite element software code (COSMOS),
which allowed the simulation and predicted the
deformation characteristics of the designed porous
structures and its mechanical behaviour, depending
on the thickness changes.

A stress test was carried out (Figure 4). The appli-
cation of 1kgf (10 N) was then evaluated on an iron
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parallelepiped sized 10x10x100 mm and compared
the result with two equivalent-sized structures with
different thicknesses, composed respectively of the
P-surface and the Gyroid.

Table 1 summarizes main results.
This analysis leads to somedata,which stress two

main interest focuses.
First, in minimal surfaces element, even for very

thin thicknesses (0.1 mm), the bar does not break
even though it deforms considerably. This is because
the stress does not focus on one point, but it is dis-
tributed among the different units that work in syn-

ergy: overall performance improves thatof individual
parts.

Second, the behavior changes with increasing
thickness. When thick is 2 mm thick the deformation
decreases considerably: if the solid iron bar deforms
1mm, theone articulated in P-surfacedeforms 2mm,
while the Gyroid bar is deformed by 1.6 mm. The in-
teresting aspect is that the two bars weigh, respec-
tively, ten (P-surface) and eight times (Gyroid) less
than the solid one, while maintaining good stress re-
sistance properties.

Table 1
Stress test results

Figure 4
Stress test results
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Figure 5
TPMS based on
Gyroid and
Diamond Surface
manufactured by
3d printing process

FABRICATION AND TEST OF TPMS
The possibility of designing TPMSwould be pointless
if they couldn’t then be created.

In recent years there has been a convergence
towards the digitalisation of production processes
thanks tomachines able to construct, either in whole
or in part, the designed object, starting from its dig-
ital model. This process is known as Digital Fabrica-
tion and does not require any additional interpreta-
tions to that of the designer, as the file is planned and
theobject canbe fabricatedwithout the involvement
of other intermediaries. With other words, we could
say that the scripting is both thedesign representation
and the making input. Furthermore this new manu-
facturingpermits the creationof formsand structures
that were once considered extremely complex (Fig-
ure 5).

After assessing the cost-benefit ratio and re-
search intentions, the first experiments were con-
ducted with the Z-corp Spectrum Z510 plaster-based
3D Printing. Considering that printers deposit lay-
ered material, moving vertically, usually it is neces-
sary to provide themost correct arrangement to sup-
port the protruding parts to prevent the structure’s
collapse during the printing. It is worth noting that

structures created using TPMS do not require addi-
tional support. Ifwe consider that even innature they
are in processes where the generation takes place by
layering, they are likely to be self-supporting body.
This property makes it particularly suitable for 3d
printing technologies, allowing a considerable sav-
ing of the production times and the constructionma-
terial.

TPMS APPLICATIONS
A design application comes from an ergonomics
research carried out simultaneously to this work:
a study about safety of construction workers has
shown as, especially in the summer, many operators
do not wear helmet due to the weight and heat [7].
Furthermore, the three marketed sizes are not suffi-
cient to meet the anthropometric variable, increas-
ing the discomfort of many users. The example in
figure 6 shows how, via computational modelling, it
is possible to integrate the properties of the mini-
mal surfaces into a protective artifact capable of solv-
ing these problems. After comparing the different
minimal surfaces we chose to use the Gyroid-based
Tpms. In nature, these structures are present where
you need strength and lightness, such as in the sea
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Figure 6
Comparison
between the
different Tpms and
the ultimate safety
helmet
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urchin exoskeleton or butterfly wings. Stress tests
performed (See TPMS analysis) confirm that the Gy-
roid is a structure that optimizes the ratio of usedma-
terial, lightness and mechanical strength. These fea-
tures, associated with the breathable characteristics
due to the porosity of TPMS,makeGyroid particularly
interesting for the design purposes proposed.

It has previously been explained how the algo-
rithm allows to digitally describe the Tpms. It is now
necessary to continuewith scripting to adapt the fun-
damental cells to the protective helmet morphology

The helmet model was solved with a NURBS sur-
face, discretized in parallelograms coinciding with
the lower base of the pyramid trunk in which each
single Gyroid will be recalculated. The limit of this
procedure is the anisotropy of the fundamental cells
that the hemisphere geometry involves. The mesh
elements are more elongated in correspondence of
the poles of the hemispherical dome. For compensa-
tion effects alreadymentioned, and for the small size
of individual cells, this is not a problem from a struc-
tural point of view.

Assuming that future production costs for 3d
printers will decrease,[7] it would be possible to ob-
tain a helmet customized on anthropometric char-
acteristics of the user, and that it is also lightweight,
strong and which allows the circulation of air.

CONCLUSION
The study focuses on Triply PeriodicMinimal surfaces
and their structural system as a suitable manufactur-
ingmethod. However, the potential of the suggested
generative tool is not limited to these solutions, as
thegeometry could reachhigher levels of complexity
by exploring the design possibilities of all known pe-
riodic minimal surfaces or even to explore new types
of surfaces or hybrid typologies.

The purpose of the research is to open a new di-
rection within the computational design methodol-
ogy, as part of design process, involving a multiple
purpose design strategy, which takes into considera-
tionvarious constraints, aspart of anarticulatedpara-
metric system.

Porous surfaces generated by TPMS could be inter-
esting to various applications at different scale, from
architecture to reach the level of industrial design
artefacts, furniture or installations. Due to the cellular
logical structure of the system, in correlation to the
fabrication method, a feasible field of applications
could include even fashion and textiles design.

So far is the beginning, concerning lightness and
strenght, because several interesting properties are
still to be tested: permeability, optical effect on color,
sound absorption...The research must go on.
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